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Viz Media, United States, 2008. Book. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. - An
ongoing manga series in Japan--29 volumes released to date in Japan, with over 8 million copies
sold to date - Currently airing on Fox Box, with merchandise support from Namco/Bandai
(videogames, action figures). - Inspired an anime TV series, action figures, and video games in
Japan Intergalactic rasslin action with Kid Muscle and the wildest wrestlers in the universe! What
do you do when a team of evil super-powered wrestlers from another planet threatens the health
and safety of the Earth? Organize a team of GOOD super-powered wrestlers, of course! It s finally
arrived. The moment that superhuman wrestling fans have awaited with bated breath. The climax
of the Superhuman Olympics! Kid Muscle and Kevin Mask are facing off, one on one, mano e mano,
in the squared circle. There are, of course, complications. Kid Muscle s manager, Meat, is out of the
picture, having heroically but inconveniently injured himself at ringside. The Kid manages to dig up
a replacement, but can the dude he defeated in his first Olympic match really help him win his last?
Then there s the little matter of...
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Margie Jaskolski-- Margie Jaskolski

A fresh eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I am delighted to inform you that this is the greatest
book i have read through during my individual existence and may be he very best publication for ever.
-- Era Thompson-- Era Thompson
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